The wireless network in the SCCC Convention Center operates on the 802.11b/g wireless standard. The network id is: wevents. We require that attendees/presenters using this system provide their own wireless connectivity that is 802.11b/g compliant. If your device is not wireless, you can purchase a USB wireless adapter or a wireless bridge.

Name of Event
DIGITAL HUMANITIES AND THE
TRANSFORMATION OF SCHOLARSHIP

Name of Attendees/ Presenters
__________________________________________

Date: April 5, 2013

Email Address
__________________________________________

Signature
__________________________________________

Telephone number
__________________________________________

See reverse side for Convention Center Network Utilization Policy Agreement →
1. Attendees/presenters may use separate broadband services (i.e. Sprint, Verizon) for their individual use but these services shall be limited and confined to their booth space.

2. Any distribution or sharing of broadband services (wired or wireless) with any other vendor is strictly prohibited. It is up to the owner of the broadband equipment to ensure that their devices are secure from other vendor access.

3. Any setup, installation and/or use of any ad-hoc wired or wireless services to construct a private network must be approved by the College prior to any use. Should one of these networks be permitted, steps must be taken to guarantee secure, threat-free, non-interfering service(s) with the College’s network.

4. Show sponsors assume full responsibility on the part of the attendees/presenters and therefore must present attendees/presenters with applicable College restrictions to prevent any incidents that interfere with the function of the College’s network and its services.

5. When using College facilities, wireless devices must be fully patched, have security enabled and running current virus protection software. Any interference with the College’s network, including bandwidth intensive applications, bandwidth sharing software, network discovery, sniffing, or probing, or the introduction of virus, worms, spam or Trojans by any device will void the right to use the wireless network.

6. The College accepts no responsibility for devices connecting to our wireless networks.

By signing the front of this form, you agree to abide by the Network Utilization Policy Agreement. Please fax completed form to Neftali Collazo @ 631-851-6910. If you have any questions or concerns, please call 631-851-6900.